PRESS INFORMATION
Multifunctional projector in extraordenary design for business usage:
powerful Win10 tablet, bright HD projector, 2 hours battery – Aiptek
“iBeamBLOCK”
Aiptek „iBeamBlock“ is the new must-have for business people. The modular
computer projection system consisting of HD projector, Windows 10 tablet and
battery is best suited for business presentations.
The three components are stacked together cordlessly like lego bricks. Magnets
and pogo-pins make sure all parts stay in place securely.
If required, the projector can also be used as standalone device. It convinces
with 400 lumens of brightness, an automatically keystone correction, integrated
speakers and RGB LEDs with DLP technology. Particular useful for business
applications: the “iBeamBlock” provides crystal clear presentations of Excel,
Word, Power Point and PDF documents with an image diagonal of up to 120“
(305 cm) and a resolution of 1280x720 pixels. The projector is equipped with an
audio port, DC-in and four menu keys for an easy control as well as a HDMI
interface to connect external end devices.
Thanks to the Windows 10 tablet, which has a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB, micro USB
as well as a micro SD card interface, data can be transferred quickly and easily.
Furthermore, the powerful 4.5” tablet with multi-touch IPS LCD acts as control
unit. Thereby the Intel Z3735F Quad Core processor with 1.33 GHz and 2 GB
RAM ensures a smooth operation.
With a total weight of less than 1 kg and dimensions of only 125x95x64 mm
(LxWxH), the compact system fits in every briefcase and is therefore perfect for
presentations during business trips.

But the “iBeamBLOCK” also performs

perfectly at home during movie nights or photo shows.
From the end of august, the “iBeamBLOCK” will be available including a HDMI
and AC (EU+US) cable, power adapter and a manual at MSRP 779 Euro. Other
components, which complement the system, are planned by Aiptek.

